Abstract Finding maneuvers for parameter estimation in flight data records is a laborious task and traditionally performed post-flight on ground. Two different data parser approaches to automatically detect these maneuvers in flight are presented. Both methods search the control input signals for significant changes that correspond to test maneuvers. The first algorithm is based on the signal time derivative of the input signal whereas the second method uses a fast orthogonal wavelet transform. Both algorithms are tested with flight test data recorded with the DLR research aircraft ATTAS. Performance results are compared and potential problems when applying the parsers to other data are discussed. Results indicate that both methods are applicable in an online parameter estimation tool. The intention of the work in this paper is to develop an algorithm with a high level of automation for in-flight use, but both approaches could also be applied to offline flight data mining problems.
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Introduction
For parameter estimation, which is a common method in the aircraft simulation model development, the right selection of flight test data is essential. The data must contain enough information about the dynamic behavior of an aircraft. Therefore, specific test maneuvers are performed to excite the dynamics of interest. The resulting information should permit to adjust a simulation model in order that it can reproduce the observations correctly. Without these ''excitation maneuvers'' as part of the system identification process (as defined in [1] ) a satisfactory parameter estimation of a dynamic aircraft model would not be possible. The developed models are typically used for flight dynamics and performance investigations, flight control system design, loads assessment or training simulators.
Before the parameter estimation process can start, useful data segments containing the desired information resp. maneuvers in the records have to be found. This task is usually ''manually'' performed by an engineer. In both cases, online (in-flight) and offline (post-flight) parameter estimation, this task is often very time consuming and sometimes difficult. Four different cases should be distinguished for the data mining task: Case 1: Low automation level, small data set (e.g. online flight test evaluation with user interaction, or offline evaluation of short flight test campaign). Case 2: High automation level, small data set (e.g. online flight test evaluation without user interaction, or time-critical offline evaluation of flight test records). Case 3: Low automation level, large data set (e.g. user driven evaluation of complete flight test campaign with hours of data records). Case 4: High automation level, large data set (e.g. highly automated evaluation of complete flight test campaign with hours of data records).
The first two cases can be considered as online parameter estimation scenario. In flight test, it is possible to use a system with low automation level (case 1), which requires a high user interaction. In current applications for example, the engineer marks the performed maneuvers in the time histories manually, which is relatively quick and easy. The maneuvers are always monitored in-flight and the results in the aircraft behavior are evaluated, but the additional task of the definition of useful data segments in the time histories could be faced by a highly automated system (data parser), which could relieve the flight test personnel on board (case 2). Additionally, during a flight test not every maneuver is performed for testing purposes. Flight point changes or even level turns to stay in the assigned airspace require valuable flight test time. From time to time, these maneuvers contain valuable information about the dynamic aircraft behavior and could also be used for parameter estimation. A highly automated system would permit detecting these maneuvers as well.
Besides, such a user-independent, highly automated online parameter estimation system can be used in various other applications, such as aircraft health monitoring. Any change of the aircraft's flight performance or dynamic behavior could be an indication of altered aerodynamics or engines, and therefore an economical and safety aspect. This kind of application cannot rely on user intervention, and should therefore be almost fully automated.
In case of online parameter estimation in a flight test, the estimation results shall be obtained within a suitable time frame, for example less than one minute, after the maneuver has been performed. This way, the maneuver can be repeated, if necessary. Due to this time requirement, the data segments containing the maneuvers must be found by a highly automated system (case 2) in only a fractional amount of time, so that there is enough time left for parameter estimation.
Further, a highly automated process could also accelerate the evaluation of the data recorded during one or a few test flights, so that the flight data evaluation is able to cope with tight and challenging flight test campaign schedules (case 2). An (almost) automated flight data preprocessing such as the one proposed hereafter would also provide a valuable support while evaluating a large dataset when the properties that are sought in the data were not already marked or identified. This could typically happen after a particular event occurred during the flight test campaign leading the engineers to check for possible previous occurrences within the already recorded flight data. The proposed solutions help then to convert this typical case 3 problem into a case 4 one.
The herein pursued idea to create a completely highly automated system is driven by the online applications (cases 1 and 2). Even though the proposed approaches have a high potential for cases 3 and 4, which are moreover interesting and of great practical relevance, their use in that context is not considered in this paper.
At DLR a new online parameter estimation tool [2] is currently under development (see Fig. 1 ) that will provide the necessary parts for an automated operation (case 2). The incoming measurements have to be searched for useful C. Deiler data segments containing excitation maneuvers. The ''ID Controller'' triggers the parameter estimation, if a new useful data segment is found, and could be used to monitor and to evaluate the results.
For flight test implementation the ''ID Controller'' could be replaced by an existing graphical user interface (GUI), which allows the flight test engineer to interact with the tool. The parameter estimation is performed by an adapted version of DLR's software tool ESTIMA, which provides various estimation methods, whose output error method (OEM) implementation in the time domain was used in the context of this work, even though various parameter estimation methods are available. With all other parts of the tool working in a first version, the data parser was the only missing module in the past. The development of two potential parser algorithms is presented in this paper.
A first step in the automated search for maneuvers is to algorithmically rebuild the engineer's procedure: looking for changes in the in-and output signals that correspond to the excitation maneuvers, which is similar to a ''template matching'' method in pattern recognition [3] . For typical maneuvers like multistep inputs (doublets or 3-2-1-1 signals) or bank-to-bank maneuvers [1] , as shown in Fig. 2 , changes in the control signals and angular rates are easy to find in time history plots. But it is more difficult to create a simple algorithm, which is able to detect these special maneuvers and skips all other inputs. The first approach (rate criterion parser) presented in this paper searches for significant changes of the input signal time derivatives and compares them with changes in the aircraft's response. If they match the predefined pattern, it is assumed, that the detected changes correspond to the searched maneuvers.
The second wavelet based approach uses a time-frequency signal analysis (wavelet parser). The method looks for signal changes of a certain frequency band, which in the present case consists of filtering out higher frequencies such as measurement noise, while only looking for changes within the frequency bandwidth corresponding to the aircraft's dynamics. Therefore, a correlation of time and frequency analysis is useful to find the desired data segments. Multiresolution analysis (MRA) methods like the fast orthogonal wavelet transform (FOWT) [4] provide these correlations for a measured signal, and a simple implementation using Haar-wavelets is presented in this paper. These MRA methods are widely known in the field of digital image and signal processing and there has also been work using MRA for aircraft resp. system identification purposes [5] . In [6] wavelets are used for instance with neural networks to find characteristics in a given signal matching a predefined pattern. The approach developed at DLR is kept much simpler and only uses the wavelet transform with no complex postprocessing. The difference between Fourier transform over a finite time horizon and wavelet transform is given in [4] for a general case. No further evaluation for the herein considered use case was made so far.
In this paper, both proposed algorithms are evaluated using flight test data containing excitation maneuvers that were conducted with the DLR research aircraft VFW 614 ATTAS in 2003.
Rate criterion parser
Significant signal changes matching a special pattern are very helpful in finding the desired data segments containing the maneuvers. In case of a flight test this means e.g. to search for significant changes of angular rates due to control surface inputs. One requirement for excitation maneuvers is that the inputs are large enough to cause a significant aircraft reaction. Especially when created synthetically, these inputs also can be considered more abrupt than those during standard maneuvers (e.g. change of flight condition resp. trim point). This can be considered true even with pilots who fly with rather aggressive maneuvers. If for example a highly active flight controller is used in the loop, it would probably be more difficult to deal with, but this case is not considered here.
The previous observation about rate changes leads to the definition of a criterion based on a threshold _ u crit on the input rate, to discriminate excitation maneuvers from the rest of the flight. When the input rate falls below the defined threshold value, it is assumed that the input is finished and the remaining part of the reaction is further monitored. In addition, a zero threshold for the response (angular rate) z zero is necessary. As long as the response signal exceeds this threshold, the maneuver is considered to be still running and only when the signal falls below z zero after the last input, the end of the maneuver is assumed. The value of z zero has to be chosen high enough to account for sensor errors and excitations due to atmospheric disturbances. The search for multistep inputs as shown in Fig.  2 requires considering the duration of the steps. After a change in the input signal the algorithm must wait for Dt par and check whether another change is following or not. If no further change is detected within Dt par , the detected maneuver start and end time are reported for further processing. A suitable choice of Dt par prevents incomplete detection but still guarantees an acceptable time delay between the maneuver performance and processing. In an online implementation, the data parser should find the desired data segment shortly after a maneuver is performed to satisfy the above given time requirement. Therefore, every new measured data point should be processed as soon as it is available. The parser algorithm was developed as follows: 2. Monitor response signal and evaluate change indication to set maneuver start and end time. 3. Check detected maneuver data segment for minimum maneuver length l min and maneuver separation l sep :
In the algorithm, a change indication is used to highlight the segments, where the input has exceeded the threshold _ u crit , and to activate the output monitoring. Moreover, a detected segment is only assumed to be a parameter estimation maneuver, if it exceeds a certain minimum maneuver length l min . This procedure neglects short fast inputs for stabilization and focuses on the desired specific maneuvers and thus reduces false detections. The maneuvers are usually well separated from each other, so a minimum separation l sep is used to further reduce the probability of a false detection. Calculating the time derivative of a noisy time discrete signal is no easy task. For such a signal, the time derivative calculated from simple difference quotients might contain high peaks due to the overlaying noise. To represent the basic signal's time derivative and not the noise induced changes, another method has to be applied. In the considered datasets no real issue with strong measurement noise was experienced. But if the measurements do not have this high quality, various techniques could then be used to alleviate this problem. Polynomial differentiating approaches as presented in [7] allow to compensate for noise and to calculate an approximation of the time derivative. By considering additional points on each side of the local point k, the signal is smoothed and the noise influence reduced. Using five data points, two in front and behind the point k, a second order polynomial in time
has the property, that the time derivative of f at the central point (t½k 0) equals b. Using a least squares fit, it can be shown according to [7] , that the signal's time derivative at t½k can be approximated by:
This is a very simple approach to approximate the time derivative of a noisy, measured signal. By only considering two additional points around k the time derivative value is obtained shortly after the measurement. Especially with the regard to the online implementation, this simple approach was chosen. But it is still a compromise between noise filtering abilities and computational speed, and for signals including a lot of noise, this could not be sufficient. Therefore the implementation of a differentiating low pass filter [8] , which includes more points around k and could further reduce the measurement noise, would be necessary. In Fig. 3 the basic idea of the rate criterion parser is shown. For an example signal, which is comparable to one step of a flight test maneuver input signal, the time derivative and its absolute value including the input rate criterion _ u crit and the zero threshold _ u zero are plotted. A moving window of 5 points is used to calculate the signal derivative as part of the parser algorithm. The following configuration parameters are necessary to operate the proposed algorithm:
• Control input rate criterion/threshold _ u crit .
• Control input rate zero threshold _ u zero .
• Response zero threshold z zero .
• Minimum maneuver length l min .
• Minimum maneuver separation l sep .
• Parser time delay Dt par .
Both zero thresholds _ u zero and z zero are necessary to compensate for small oscillations around the zero value in the flight data. If the input signal rate and response signal have both fallen below _ u zero resp. z zero , the end of a maneuver is assumed. The zero thresholds should be chosen high enough to account for measurement noise, but small to enough to not corrupt the detection. For an online implementation, the parser must be connected to the parameter estimation tool (Fig. 1) . To use the same tool chain as presented in [2] the above defined parser algorithm was programmed in C/C??.
Wavelet transform
The development of wavelet transforms was a major step in time-frequency decomposition of continuous and discrete signals (MRA) [4] . Only a few remarks required to understand the proposed parser approach will be provided here and for a deeper insight in wavelet theory and applications the reader is referred to [4] .
Fast orthogonal wavelet transform (FOWT) allows decomposing a signal in several successive steps. Each step leads to a decomposition of the signal into
• Its approximation or general trend (lower frequency part).
• Its details (higher frequency part).
The obtained approximation is undersampled (factor 2) between each step, so that the next decomposition generates signal characteristics with a lower frequency than the previous step. The general process is shown in Fig. 4 . The decomposition preserves time-wise correlation, which means, that information about the signal characteristics at a certain time is still available. Furthermore, each signal can be recomposed with an inverse process using the obtained approximations and details.
For the work in this paper, the Haar-wavelet [9] was chosen as the wavelet base. No other wavelet types were investigated. The wavelet base influences the possibility of recovering signal properties from the decompositions without recomposing. Basically, the wavelet base function is correlated with the signal at different frequencies and magnitudes (similar to a Fourier transform). The Haarwavelet, shown in Fig. 5, is 
ð4Þ
The FOWT of a discrete signal f is given by a filter bank with the equations below. In the filter bank, the signal f is assumed to be the top level approximation a 0 a 0 ½n ¼ f ½n; ð5Þ
and each new decomposition delivers the coefficients a m (approximation) and d m (detail), where m 2 N is the number of decomposition steps.
Denote that a m and d m are the inner product of f with the scaling U m;n and wavelet function W m;n (at level m, with a shift of n periods)
Each new decomposition (see Fig. 4 ) is calculated by a convolution of the approximation a m with the wavelet filters g and h, which only needs a few operations. In reverse, the approximation a m is easily gained from the approximation a mþ1 and the detail d mþ1 with the same computational effort.
For the given Haar-wavelet base, the filter function coefficients g½k and h½k have only non-zero values for k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 1. The coefficients are given by [4] 
ð9Þ
The Haar-wavelet base has the advantage that the coefficients of the signal decomposition allow to make a statement about the signal characteristics.
This correlation is shown in the following example. The noisy signal (sample rate 50 Hz, 200 samples) in Fig. 6 can be decomposed using FOWT given by Eq. (5), (6), (7) . The detail wavelet coefficients d 1 , shown as bars, are directly correlated to the signal noise. Note, that the bars are only a time wise illustration of the coefficients and no reconstructed signal. The oscillations of the example signal are perfectly visible in the coefficients due to the usage of simple Haar-wavelet base. With further decompositions, the large-scale signal changes are visible in the detail wavelet coefficients and the fourth decomposition d 4 give an indication of the basic signal changes. Using these facts, a data parser approach is developed, which automatically detects major signal changes out of the detail coefficients.
Wavelet parser
The FOWT used in this approach is no recursive method and thus needs a certain signal length for the decomposition to the desired level m. Larger data sets result in a longer calculation time for the wavelet transform, which could pose a problem concerning fast processing in an online implementation (see Sect. 1). To reduce the calculation time, only a small part of the latest measured data is used, similar to a window with the size l win moving over the signal. As previously shown in Fig. 6 , the time resolution of the detail wavelet coefficients gets coarser with more decomposition recursions, which results in wider bars. The window l win should be wide enough for more than one bar. To adapt the windows to the low-pass behavior, they should be consequently scaled by e.g. the subsampling factor 2 m . To find a maneuver in the time history by searching for a significant input signal change, the detail wavelet coefficients d m must be processed. As mentioned above, the detail coefficients of the first decompositions contain the higher frequencies, which can be considered as measurement noise. With the further decompositions, the basic signal characteristics appear in the detail coefficients. Therefore, it is necessary but no easy task to find the correct decomposition level for the parser, which allows finding the desired maneuvers, but minimizes the computational effort. If the detail coefficient values d m exceed d crit , there is a possibility, that the detected signal change corresponds to a excitation maneuver. However, these signal characteristics are not limited to excitation maneuvers but could also result from a trim point change. Thus the detail coefficient is no reliable indicator by itself. This is the point, where the correlation of time and frequency has a significant effect on the approach. Combining all detected signal changes to a maneuver results in a certain maneuver length. Introducing a minimal maneuver length l min , similar to the approach given in Sect. 2, prevents false detections. If the detected maneuver is shorter than l min , it is neglected, otherwise selected. Another problem is the time between two inputs in one maneuver. It must be considered that for some flight test maneuvers, like a bank-to-bank maneuver, a change in the control signal may not occur for several seconds. Therefore a time delay resp. waiting time Dt par is also proposed for this approach to assure that the maneuver is completed.
Overall, the parser implementation contains the following parts: 
Evaluate change indication with respect to the location
in the timeline to set maneuver start and end time. 3. Check detected maneuver with respect to minimum maneuver length. For the wavelet parser, the following parameters have to be specified:
• Decomposition level m.
• Window size l win , default (2 Á 2 m þ 2) samples.
• Threshold d crit , scaled with the power of 2 m .
• Parser time delay Dt par . The minimum maneuver length l min is here defined as a number of samples, because it was found useful to have a value comparable to l win . Multiplication with Dt results in a value for l win in seconds, as used in the rate criterion algorithm.
The algorithm is also programmed in C/C??, so it can be used as a part of the online parameter estimation tool.
Parser test using flight data
Both approaches have been compared using flight test data recorded with the former DLR research aircraft AT-TAS (VFW 614), which was retired in 2012. The data was collected during a system identification flight campaign in 2003, and contains 17 elevator 3-2-1-1 inputs, 17 bank-tobank maneuver aileron inputs and 19 rudder doublet inputs. The time histories of the primary control deflections are shown in Fig. 7 , and the segments containing the desired maneuvers are highlighted with vertical bars.
For both parser approaches, a graphical user interface was created to ease the usage during flight. It was assumed that it could be difficult to interact with a command line program during highly dynamic maneuvers and so the choice of the interfaces seemed reasonable. The parser approaches are connected to the online parameter estimation tool and the flight data are loaded into a fast accessible shared memory data store, which creates a setup similar to a flight test.
Flight data evaluation
First, the rate criterion parser is used to search for data segments. The utilized configuration parameter settings are given in Table 1 for the three primary controls and the corresponding angular response signals. In addition to the above described configuration parameters (see Sect. 2), a maneuver forerun t fore and overrun time t over is defined to Fig. 7 Primary control inputs from ATTAS flight test data Fig. 8 Rate criterion parser example-detected elevator maneuver Data parser approaches for (online) parameter estimation extend the segments. This is needed, because the parser results start at the signal change and for parameter estimation, a short time segment with a steady trim point in advance is useful. If the dynamic response to an input is not completely included in the detected maneuver data segment, the overrun time t over can be used to extend the time segment and to obtain additional information for the estimation.
With these configuration settings the rate criterion parser finds all 53 maneuvers marked in Fig. 7 . Moreover, time plots of one resulting segment in each axis are given in Figs. 8, 9 , 10. The plots show the control input, the time derivative of the control input and the corresponding angular response. It is visible, that the algorithm can easily find the significant peaks in the control input derivative with the correct configuration. The additional times t fore and t over are marked as the difference between the directly detected maneuver segments (solid lines) and the adapted ones (dashed lines). Moreover, the grey areas in the input rate and response signal time histories are used to highlight the zero thresholds _ u zero and z zero . Depending on the control signal, the rate criterion parser needs about 0:3 s of calculation time on regular desktop computer to process the complete 4:655 s of recorded flight data.
Secondly the wavelet parser approach is tested with the same flight data. In Table 2 , the configuration parameters are given for the three primary control input signals. A decomposition level of three was found to be enough to extract the significant changes in the input signals. The window size l win is set to its above described m-dependent default value, which leaves d crit as the only parameter to be chosen (values given in Table 2 ). As mentioned in Sect. 4, the detail wavelet coefficient threshold is scaled with the power of 2 m to compensate the increase of d m with each decomposition level m, which results in the given values for d 8 crit . With the given configuration parameters, the wavelet parser also detects all 53 maneuvers. Control input and angular rate response signals of the example data segments are given in Figs. 11, 12, 13 with the corresponding detail wavelet coefficients d 3 . Because this approach is currently used without any response monitoring, the detected segments are shorter than the ones shown Fig. 9 Rate criterion parser example-detected aileron maneuver Fig. 10 Rate criterion parser example-detected rudder maneuver In comparison, both approaches are able to find all the desired data segments, but with different computational effort. The rate criterion parser has a more complex logical built up due to the response signal monitoring, while the wavelet parser is more time consuming. The differences in the found data segments are minor concerning the start and end times. During the test of both approaches, several problems with the parser parameter tuning appeared and must be further discussed.
Discussion of results
The choice of the configuration parameters is essential for finding the desired maneuver data segments. The appropriate choice for the zero threshold value _ u zero of the rate criterion parser is highly dependent on the measurement noise level. The flight test data used in the tests has a very low noise level. For test data with higher noise levels, the value of _ u zero has probably to be increased, which means, that the difference between the zero threshold _ u zero and criterion threshold _ u crit will possibly vanish, and the parser does not work properly. In an offline implementation, where it is possible to use proper filter algorithms to reduce signal noise, this would not be a problem, but for the online implementation, this has to be kept in mind unless the differentiation method is changed. Furthermore, the response zero threshold z zero depends on the current atmospheric conditions and the aircraft's dynamic behavior, because any additional excitation caused by atmospheric disturbances must be neglected through this parameter.
The rate criterion parser approach delivers larger data segments than the wavelet parser because of the response signal monitoring. To include the aircraft's dynamic response after the control input is faded away was actually only meant to support the detection using the rate criterion. It was assumed that the peaks in the input rate signal (see for example Fig. 8) would not be sufficient to properly detect the maneuvers. But because of the utility of the additional information of the aircraft response to the parameter estimates, the response signal monitoring is more than a simple support to the algorithm.
Concerning the wavelet parser, the decomposition level m is the most critical parameter for a well working system. In combination with the threshold d crit , most problems with a possible false detection can be solved by adjusting these values. But with an increasing decomposition level, the computational effort increases as well because of the higher number of necessary calculations. To tune the parser for a minimization of the time delay between the performance of the maneuver and its detection, this point has to be considered. All other values (cf. Table 2 ) are necessary for the parser algorithm but have only a minor influence on its behavior. The wavelet parser results are narrow data segments, which end right after the control input signal's last change during a maneuver. The parser only uses the Fig. 11 Wavelet parser example-detected elevator maneuver control inputs and the neglected information about the aircraft's dynamic behavior must be added manually. Therefore t over has to be adapted to the aircraft's characteristics to still consider the response to the input signal change. But this approach seems to be more user-friendly and easier to configure than the rate criterion parser.
Moreover minimum maneuver length l min and minimum maneuver separation l sep must be tuned for the approaches, so that the found data segments contain only the intended maneuvers and no other inputs. If the maneuver length is chosen too large, some fast maneuvers may remain undetected.
The parser should only detect desired maneuvers and neglect all other inputs. To visualize this behavior for both algorithms, the elevator input and pitch rate response in a turn maneuver is plotted in Figs. 14 and 15. For both algorithms, the threshold _ u crit resp. d crit is passed and thus the change indication is set. But because no further input follows within Dt par , the minimum maneuver length l min is not reached and the maneuver is therefore disregarded by both algorithms.
To further compare both approaches, a sensitivity study regarding the main threshold parameters _ u crit resp. d crit was performed. All other parameters were fixed at their values from Table 1 resp. Table 2 . Figure 16 shows the results for the rate criterion parser. For a value of _ u crit between 5.6 and 7:9 =s all 17 desired maneuvers are correctly detected (blue area, dashed line marks previously used value _ u crit ¼ 7:0 =s). For lower values of _ u crit the number of detected maneuvers n seg increases, meaning that not only excitation maneuvers are detected (left grey area). Even though they were not planned to be detected, some of these maneuvers could still be useful for estimation. For d crit between 7:9 =s and 21:4 =s, the parser misses some parts of the maneuvers but they are still found. With a choice of
=s whole maneuvers will be lost during the detection, which results again in an area of incomplete detection (right grey area).
The large band of the detection of all 17 maneuvers (5:6. . .24:1 =s) makes it easy to find a good starting value of _ u crit for the parser tuning. Two possible ways to obtain a correct detection of maneuver data segments are:
1. Manual search for threshold values resulting in a correct detection, 2. Increasing t fore and t over to certainly include all maneuver parts.
Another problem of the rate criterion parser is the fact that the detection behavior and the resulting robustness concerning a threshold value change are directly related to the input rate and thus to the control surface characteristics. Primary aircraft control surfaces have different shapes and are today mostly moved or even augmented by actuators. Further, the aircraft depending motion characteristics influence the control input rate and consequently the parser behavior, which must be compensated by a specific tuning for every aircraft.
The wavelet parser must be tuned concerning the aircraft characteristics as well. The illustration of the parser sensitivity to a threshold value change in Fig. 17 shows a comparable result to Fig. 16 . The band of d results in the loss of whole segments and a incomplete detection (right grey area). The band of correct detection is large enough to quickly find a suitable value for d crit and with the above given possible ways to overcome the problem of the incomplete detection, all maneuvers should be correctly found in the data. An increase in the noise level could have deteriorating effects on the parser approaches' robustness. The possibility of ''loosing'' a maneuver by increasing the criterion to compensate the additional noise level increases as well. If the signal-to-noise ratio is much lower than for the measurements in the flight data used for the herein presented performance tests, this problem would have to be faced and possible solutions like various filtering methods would have to be investigated. But as shown in the time history plots for the rate criterion parser (Figs. 8, 9 , 10) and the wavelet parser (Figs. 11, 12, 13) , there is still a satisfiable margin between the peaks used for the detection and the ''zero values''. If these margins get too small other approaches for calculating the signal time derivative like non-recursive differential low pass filters would be necessary.
Nevertheless, tuning the parser for certain maneuvers can be difficult. During the tests, it was found problematic to find a suitable setting for the detection of the rudder doublets. As shown in Figs. 10 and 13, the doublets result in only small peaks of _ u resp. d 3 , which are difficult to detect and discriminate from the remaining data. Therefore further investigations on approaches to support the detection of excitation maneuvers with small inputs and to consequently increase the robustness concerning different input magnitudes are necessary.
All in all, the first configuration for every aircraft requires a few tests with existing data records and a known number of maneuvers. Afterwards both approaches should work automatically (case 2). Experiences with the wavelet parser during a flight test campaign with the DLR aircraft ATRA (Airbus A 320) in spring 2013 showed, that if the configuration is set once, the system works quite well.
Summary
Two simple data parser approaches are presented in this paper, one based on the control signal time derivative and another based on a control signal wavelet transform. The first proposed approach uses the control input signal and the aircraft's response (angular rate) to find the desired data segments containing the flight test maneuvers. This approach is very fast and can be used as a nearly real time implementation in the online parameter estimation tool. All desired data segments in the example flight test data recording were correctly found with the chosen parameter configuration, which shows the practicability of this parser approach. The additional use of an output signal (angular rate) monitoring supports the algorithm and results in sufficiently large data segments, containing also the aircraft's dynamic response after the control input has ended.
The second proposed algorithm is based on a FOWT of the control input signal. The wavelet transform has low pass characteristics and, depending on the decomposition level, the cut-off frequency is low enough to filter possible measurement noise. This parser is slightly slower than the rate criterion approach, but still fast enough for an online implementation. The configuration effort for the wavelet parser is less than for the rate criterion approach, but the results are still very promising. The parser is implemented in the online parameter estimation tool chain as well, and tests with measured data of a former ATTAS flight test resulted in the detection of all desired maneuvers.
Comparison of both approaches showed a good robustness regarding threshold value changes for a simple test case using the available flight data. Some problems and points to be investigated for the future developments were discussed. Summing up, the following three points characterize the findings of the parser tests:
1. Both approaches work well and all test data segments were found. 2. There is a different computational effort and hence calculation time consumption, but still, both approaches are fast enough for online implementation. 3. With pre-configuration, an easy usage during flight tests is possible.
With these results, both parser approaches show basically the ability to be used in an automated system for online parameter estimation. Moreover, the approaches could not only support the online applications (case 2 in Sect. 1) which they were designed for, the offline data evaluation resp. flight data mining effort could be reduced as well (case 4).
Future work
The parser approaches can currently only handle one control input signal at a time. In the further development, the possibility to search in several control input signals will be implemented. Both parsers, but especially the wavelet parser, could benefit from a multi-signal approach, where several in-and output signals are combined to find useful data segments for parameter estimation purposes. Not only angular rates, which are connected directly to the control surface deflection, but also inflow parameters like angle of attack or true airspeed could enhance the system performance. Hence, the structure of algorithm and online tool has to be adapted. These changes would also necessary to address the offline data mining problem (case 4) so that all longitudinal and lateral excitation maneuvers could be found in parallel. For further investigations, adding noise with different magnitudes to the measured signals will give an indication of the two approaches' robustness. The question about changing the differentiation method must be answered, if the used polynomial differentiating method shows massive disadvantages. Moreover, additional variations of configuration parameters could be helpful to detect possible weaknesses. Also the above mentioned point of the aircraft depending tuning problems have to be further investigated.
